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NOTICE – July 11th, 2019
The office is quite excited to update you on all the activities that will be taking place most of the summer and
into the fall. Newbury has received a few grants to help with all the costs so your taxes should not increase for
any of the work being done.
You probably have recently noticed locate flags throughout the Village. Cassidy Construction will be replacing
and adding new sidewalks and as well resurfacing all the roads in the Village of Newbury. It could be messy
for a bit but in the end it will all be worth it!!
As I understand it, sidewalk construction work will commence on July 22 nd, 2019 and go into early September.
Sidewalk work plans to start on Tucker, Broadway, and Dundas Streets. Followed by Hagerty, north of the
tracks, and Emmott Street. Lastly, Hagerty south of the tracks, and County Rd 14 will be completed. A new
sidewalk is being installed all the way to the hospital from Hagerty. There is a map showing where new
sidewalks are going and which ones are being replaced. Stop in at the office if you would like to take a look at
the map.
We are very lucky to also be installing a walking path throughout the park – it will start near the playground
equipment and travel to the back in front of the big hill and around the tennis courts back up to the other side of
the splash pad. Get ready for you daily walks!
Newbury also received a grant from the Enabling Accessibility Fund which will cover the expense of installing
an accessible youth/adult swing and as well it comes with an additional swing. Outdoor musical instruments
will also be installed and placed on a cement pad at the park. Because these are being installed it was decided
to put in a new 6 swing set and remove the 2 outdated sets. The 4 seated teeter totter will be moved closer to
the new swings and the ground will be covered in recycled rubber mulch with a border around the play area.
We are hoping this cuts down on all the stones that are placed on the splash pad daily! A few new trees will
also be planted once the construction is completed.
Two new light standards are being installed in the outfield for the ball players as well!
There is also another grant that is being used to erect a band shelter with a cement pad so that temporary stages
and tents don’t have to be set up each year for our Canada Day events.
Newbury also received a grant from AMO to revitalize its main street so that is how the new skunk ornaments
and angels were purchased and as well you will see some new benches and garbage pails. The new sidewalk
leading to the hospital will have 2 new benches, each will have a garbage pail and flower box.
Newbury has been so fortunate to receive these grants and we thank the Provincial and Federal governments for
all their financial assistance!
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